I. INTRODUCTION
L ayer architecture is a crucial factor to the success of communication networks. As each layer uses the services provided by the lower layers to carry out certain functionality to upper layers, it allow us to discuss and replace the implementation of a layer without changing the entire large and complex system [25] . Nevertheless, maximizing the performance of the overall network is not a simple task in this model, since how one performs certain task in one layer may significantly affect the other layers. Take the traditional Internet protocol stack as an example, while congestion control is performed in the transport layer, routing and scheduling are implemented in the network and link layers; how a congestion control algorithm reacts to delays could greatly depend on the scheduling algorithm [26] . The Network Utility Maximization (NUM) approach has been proposed to tackle this kind of cross-layer dependencies -we first view the network stack as a whole to form the global utility optimization problem, and then decompose it using various decomposition techniques depending on the problem's nature into many subproblems that can be solved in a distributed sense. The parameters of a subproblems might depend on the solutions of the other subproblems, and one might need to solve them iteratively. While in the NUM framework the decomposition is represented in mathematical form such as dual decomposition, its physical meaning can be decomposition taken across different layers, across network elements, or across time instances [5, [27] [28] [29] .
In the NUM framework that encompasses a wide range of layers, architectures, and applications, finding an optimal solution with time-varying underlying channels often consists of the following two steps: one, decomposing the global utility optimization into a simpler faster time-scale optimization with parameters chosen using the global optimization problem; and two, finding an optimal (or close to optimal) solution to the simpler faster time-scale optimization problem, often in a distributed manner [5] . In particular, with the gradient-based scheduling over time-varying wireless channels problem [6] , the network resource allocation arXiv:1706.02599v1 [math.OC] 8 Jun 2017
problem's decomposition involves solving a weighted sum-rate maximization problem at each scheduling instance [4, 23, 24] , which is the subject of this report in the environment of a multicell orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) for the downlink of a cellular wireless network; the underlying hierarchical structure is critically used in our formulation.
In the fourth generation (4G) mobile communication systems, OFDMA was selected as the downlink multiple-access scheme because of its robustness against inter-symbol interference (ISI) and high flexibility for multi-user resource allocation in both time and frequency domains [11] . The weights are adapted over time to achieve different quality-of-service (QoS) objectives, either fairness (e.g., proportional fairness) [4, 6, 12] , good delay performance [13] [14] [15] [16] or to meet real-time delay constraints [17, 18] .
In the one-shot weighted sum-rate maximization problem we need to solve at each time, we have to jointly decide the power transmitted by base stations (BSs) at each channel (also known as power control), as well as at which resource block (RB) should a BS transmit data to its users (also known as scheduling); jointly the problem is known as resource allocation. This problem is inherently hard because the objective is non-convex, and the constraints are knapsacklike combinatorial constraints. Specifically, the objective function which is the weighted sum of throughputs of the users associated with a particular BS, not only depends on the power allocation of the BS, but is also the function of the powers of nearby BSs, with these powers appearing as interference and causing the non-convexity. The resource block allocation needs to be integral, and the downlink power budgets and total resources block constraint are the knapsack constraints. While this problem for single-cell is well characterized [4] , the complete solution to the multi-cell power control problem where interferences take place remains unresolved [7] .
Existing methods in the literature resort to heuristic approaches such as decomposition or separation of the problem followed-up by greedy algorithms that lead to sub-optimal solutions [30, [32] [33] [34] , or make strong assumptions on the network interference graph to obtain solutions [35] . In addition, some of the proposed algorithms are centralized [31] , which is impractical in a realistic scenario where the number of BSs is large.
On the other hand, distributed optimization with convex objective functions is well investigated in the literature; methods such as the famous Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) has been shown to possess good convergence rate [40] . Since we are considering nonconvex objective, these methods naturally don't apply here. The first provable convergence result for nonconvex objectives is introduced in [2] , whose framework is adopted in this report.
Their idea is to perform local optimization by finding surrogate function based on the current iterate and utilizing Successive Convex Approximation, and then enforce consensus among the network. Their framework, however, is not completely applicable in our problem for two reasons.
Firstly, they require the whole decision variables to be communicated across the network; this is not scalable when the network becomes large due to time delay and communication bottleneck. Also, they assume the gradient of the objectives are Lipschitz continuous, which is violated after we perform certain decomposition and modification to the objectives.
There is another line of research that utilizes the notion of interference price to solve the multi-cell power control problem [36] [37] [38] . In the framework, each user (which is a BS-user pair in our setting) maximize its own utility minus a interference price, which is the sum of marginal "costs" to all the other users when increasing its power. It is established that when the coefficient of relative risk aversion of the utility function falls into certain region (which is satisfied by Shannon capacity), the proposed algorithm will converge to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) points of the problem. However, this framework doesn't really fit in here because of the following reasons. To begin with, they only consider the power control problem while we jointly consider power control and scheduling here; it is not well understood whether using their methods followed by a max-weighted-rate scheduling and running this process iteratively will converge to optimal solution. Secondly, while they have some extension to multi-channel environment, they only consider one receiver under a transmitter; whether this framework can be generalized to multi-channel multi-receiver scenario as we consider with guaranteed convergence to optimal solution still remains unknown. In addition, they require users to sequentially broadcast their interference prices to ensure convergence in the multiple-input single-output (MISO) case (which is more similar to our case), which is not practical for large-scale networks. In [39] , convergence to local optimal is established, only for a specific type of network structure.
In this project, we exploit distributed optimization methods [2] to propose several distributed algorithms, where the convergence to local optimal solutions are guaranteed. Our algorithms consist of two steps in each iteration: first, every BS performs a local maximization of its own weighted throughput function based on local copy of variables of all related BSs, and then each BS broadcasts the output of certain decision variables to their neighbors and uses this communication to update their local copy of the variables in order to reach consensus. In contrast to current distributed optimization literature, in our algorithm a BS is only required to maintain the copy of power variables of BSs within the interference range that forms a local network, instead of all variables in the whole network. We also relax the assumption of global Lipschitz continuity of the objective made in [2] by means of proximal approximations.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the problem as a one-shot optimization problem. Sections III presents the results from distributed optimization literature, and our generalization in two directions. Then we apply the distributed optimization framework to our problem in Section IV. Section V shows the simulation results, and Section VI gives future directions. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an OFDMA wireless cellular network, where a set of base stations (BSs) B transmit downlink data to users. We assume the user association is already performed and is fixed over time. For a BS b in B, I b denotes the set of users associated with b. There is a set of channels K, or RBs in 4G terminology, through which the BSs can transmit data to users.
The transmitted power of BS b in channel k is denoted by p bk , and the maximal total power transmitted by BS b is limited by P b . The allocation variable of BS b to user i in cahnnel k is denoted by x bik , and g bik is the channel gain for this allocation. x bik = 1 means b does transmit to i in the RB k, x bik = 0 means it doesn't. For all users, we also introduce a scheduling weight w i for user i. Finally, σ 2 is the variance of the independent zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), which is assumed to be the same for all BSs for simplicity; nothing changes vis-a-vis our results. We assume that BS b only possesses the information of {g b ik : b ∈ B, i ∈ I b , k ∈ K}.
In other words, BS b only knows how the weighted-sum rate of the users associated with itself looks like. This is a reasonable assumption, as user equipments (UEs) report their measured channel gains to the BSs associated with them, all the channel gains regarding UEs served by other BSs is unknown.
When the BS b transmits a non-zero power in channel k, i.e. p bk > 0, it will interfere with all the other transmissions in channel k. That is to say, the interference graph, where nodes are BSs and edges only exist between BSs that interfere with each other, should be a complete graph. However, in most cases, owing to propagation-based loss, the powers of nearby BSs will dominate the whole interference term. Hence, with the definition that N (b) is the neighboring
BSs of BS b, we can neglect all the interference from b ∈ N (b) to b. We assume that neighbor relation is mutual, i.e. b ∈ N (b) if and only if b ∈ N (b ). In other words, we now consider an undirected interference graph. Additionally, we will assume that the graph is connected. However, our work can be trivially extended to the directed case assuming that strong connectivity holds.
We consider a one-shot weighted sum-rate maximization problem, subject to the allocation limit constraint, the power limit constraint, non-negative power constraint, and the fact that x bik is either 0 or 1. The last one is an integer constraint. To make the overall constraint set convex, we solve a relaxed version of the problem, and then use an appropriate integer rounding procedure [1] (that could involve randomization) to obtain the allocation.
The joint power control and scheduling problem is then formalized as:
(1)
We use p BK to refer to the collection of the variables p bk ∀ b ∈ B, k ∈ K, and x BI(B)K can be viewed in a similar way, where I(B) b∈B I b . This is just a shorthand of the notation. Since we want to solve the problem in a distributed manner, we let each BS maintains the decision variables p BK . Denote the copy of
The idea is to perform the optimization at each BS, and then enforce consensuses of the decision variables among all BSs, transforming (P1) into the following problem:
At this stage we haven't stated the exact meaning of "performing optimization at each BS," but this will become clear later in the report.
We can split the log term in the objective to two parts and modify them to become the concave part and the non-concave part:
Note that (P 2) and (P 3) are the same if x bik 's are restricted to be integers, that is, x bik ∈ {0, 1}.
The concave part in (P 3) was used in the formulation in [4] for the single cell weighted sum-rate maximization problem.
III. DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we briefly summarize the NEXT algorithm developed by Scutari et al. for nonconvex multi-agent optimization [2] in subsection III-A. We will see that while our problem in (1), (2) , and (3) are specific instances of the general problem, the NEXT algorithmic framework doesn't really apply to our problem. To make NEXT fully applicable, we generalize it in two directions, which will be contained in subsection III-B and III-C.
A. NEXT Algorithm
Consider a network N = {1, . . . , I} that consists of I nodes. We aim to solve the optimization problem of the form
where all f i 's are smooth but can be nonconvex, and G is convex but may be nonsmooth. The goal is to let these nodes cooperatively solve the problem in a distributed fashion. Therefore, each j ∈ N maintains a copy of x, referred to as x j . Then (4) is equivalent to solving the optimization problem
at each j ∈ N subject to the constraint that all nodes agree on their optimal choices
In the context of distributed optimization, node i only has the information of f i . We can see that to solve even an approximate version of (5) would require communication between the nodes.
There are numerous assumptions on the optimization problem and the underlying network structure, which are given below.
Assumption A (A1) The set K is closed and convex;
(A6) U is coercive, that is, lim x∈K,|x|→∞ U (x) = ∞. Based on this we can effectively assume that K is compact. 
Solution Sketch
The solution in [2] basically solves the problem in two steps: in the first step the optimization problem is "convexized" locally parametrized by the current iterate, whereas every node updates its iterate by taking its own optimized result as well as its neighbors' results into account to reach consensuses in the second step. These are described below.
1) Local Optimization:
For node i, the whole objective function U (x i ) consists of three parts: 
is uniformly strongly convex with constant τ i > 0; i updates its local copy of x, i.e. x i , as
where α[n] is the learning rate at time n andx j (x j [n]) is the solution to the strongly convex optimization problem described in the last step:
Note that the "parameter" of the surrogate function is the current iterate, which changes over time. Therefore, at each time iterate the function f j is approximated by different strongly convex surrogate function. This is referred to as Successive Convex Approximation (SCA) in [2] . Note that the idea of taking consensus is very similar to the gossip mechanism in the literature [41] [42] [43] , and it would be good to incorporate this mechanism in future work.
Algorithms and Main Results
We are now in a position of presenting two algorithms, NEXT (which stands for in-Network succEssive conveX approximaTion) and the inexact version of it, as well as the main results in [2] .
2: while x[n] does not satisfy the termination criterion do 3:
n ← n + 1
4:
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8:
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One of the main results in [2] is to prove the output average of the algorithm converges to a local minimum of (4).
A local minimum is necessarily a stationary solution. If there exists a y ∈ K such that for
In other words, v is a descent direction. Hence x * cannot be a local minimum.
} be the sequence generated by Algorithm 1, and
n be its average. Suppose Assumptions A, B, F hold, and
} n is bounded, and its limit points are stationary solutions of the original problem;
The inexact version of NEXT basically solves the local optimization inexactly with error i [n], which approaches 0 when n grows large. This could be useful in application, when the cost of solving optimization problem is relevant to the precision of the solution and one doesn't want
to perform the precise optimization in the beginning when it doesn't really matter.
6:
9:
10:
The following theorem says with an additional assumption, the results of Theorem 1 still holds.
Theorem 2.
Apart from all assumptions made in Theorem 1, suppose further that Problems with Algorithm 2 for Problem (1)- (3) We face two difficulties when applying Algorithm 2 to our problem in (1)-(3). To begin with, the algorithm requires each node to store and update the decision variable x, which actually maps to a tuple consisting of all decision variables, that is, (p BK , x BI(B)K ) in our problem.
Such a requirement is impractical for large-scale networks. Secondly, in (3), the gradient of the objective function is non-Lipschitz at some points 1 , which makes the problem lie outside the theory developed in [2] . We tackle the first problem by exploiting a nice feature in our objective function. Note that we reduce the interference graph such that a BS in the graph is only adjacent to BSs that are its first-tier neighbors in a geographical sense 2 . In other words, the throughput of any user i under some BS b only depends on x biK and p b K such that b ∈ N (b) ∪ {b}. We will formalize this feature in the language of the framework of [2] later. For the second issue,
we use a series of envelope functions to successively approximate the original function.
B. Generalization -Localization
Consider the scenario where there are M local networks N 1 , . . . , N M , and the local objective function of node i, i.e. f i , only depends on the common variable xentries must be greater than or equal to some fixed ϑ > 0. Equivalently, for all rows i ∈ N m and all columns j ∈ N m , we have (
doubly-stochastic after deleting these zero rows and columns.
Note that N m 's don't have to be disjoint and form a partition of N . It's totally fine that
Under 
C. Generalization -Non-Lipschitz Continuity
Now consider a scenario where ∇f i is no longer Lipschitz continuous for some i. The idea is use a series of functions whose gradients are Lipschitz continuous to approach f i . This is commonly known as the proximal approximation method in the literature of convex optimization, except that our objective is now nonconvex.
To be more specific, we want to find a series of functions {f * i,n } n such that ∇f * i,n is globally Lipschitz continuous with constant L i,n and that as n → ∞ we have f * i,n → f i pointwise, or even better -uniformly. Then at time iteration n we can use the well-behaved f * i,n instead of f i . We will see that as long as the schedule of {L i,n } n satisfies certain conditions, we can still have convergence to optimality. It happens that the double Moreau envelope function [8] 
where 0 < s < t < ∞.
is Lipschitz continuous with constant max
Fact 2. f t,s → f pointwise as s, t → 0. If further we have f uniformly continuous, then f t,s → f uniformly as s, t → 0. Furthermore, ∇f t,s → ∇f pointwise as s, t → 0.
Having the above information in mind, it is clear that if we define
then we have ∇f * i,n being globally Lipschitz continuous with constant L i,n . Since U is coercive (Assumption A6), we can restrict our attention to some bounded set in K, where f i is uniformly continuous. Then in this set, we will have lim n→∞ f * i,n → f i uniformly as well. Note that the "penalty functions" z −y 2 and x−z 2 in (10) are for general x. With our x being probabilitydistribution-like, that is, always non-negative and summing up to one after proper transformation, we could investigate penalty functions like relative entropy to better fit our application in the future.
The following assumption is the key feature of f * i,n that our algorithm needs for convergence to optimality.
Assumption N: (N1) ∇f * i,n is globally Lipschitz continuous with constant L i,n , lim n→∞ f * i,n → f i uniformly, and lim n→∞ ∇f * i,n → ∇f i pointwise; (N2) the surrogate function of f * i,n ,f * i,n , satisfies Assumption F except that in (F1) it is strongly convex with constant τ i,n > 0.
We will see that while [2] assumes τ i > 0 throughout, we can have lim n→∞ τ i,n = 0 as long as the schedule of {τ i,n } n satisfies certain conditions. n ← n + 1
4:
Consensus update
and that 
A possible tuple (β, λ, δ) satisfying the above equations is (0.9, 0.05, 0.1). If one has ∇F being Lipschitz continuous and chooses constant τ i > 0 for all i, then λ = δ = 0 and the above requirements degenerate to 0.5 < β ≤ 1 as in [2] .
IV. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we apply the distributed optimization frameworks developed in the last section to our original problem (1)- (3). In our problem, the set of BSs in the cellular network B corresponds to N in the framework, a BS b corresponds to a node i, and the set of edges
in the framework is the time-invariant one-tier undirected interference graph here. There are different ways to apply the frameworks. We can directly put everything in F and let G = 0, which is given in the first subsection, or we could decompose the objective function to a convex part and a nonconvex part as in (3) and put them in G and F , which is discussed in the second subsection.
A. Direct Method
In this method, we directly let do f b 's depend on p bK . In the first version of the direct method, which we will now refer to as Localized X Globalized P-diRect Method (LXGP-RM) algorithm 6 , only x BI(B)K follows the localization framework in Algorithm 3, p BK is still globalized in the sense that every BS keeps a copy of the whole variable. The algorithm is given as follows: 
Consensus update
In the algorithm, p 6 In this method, the variable tuple x BI(B)K is localized, while the variable tuple pBK is globalized. matrix, or a vector of BK dimensions. 1 BK is a B × K matrix (or vector) consisting of all 1's.
• denotes the element-wise product, also known as Hadamard product or Schur product.
In the algorithm, r b b k is supposed to track
where the partial derivatives are given by
The last term in (11) is to maintain the strict convexity of the surrogate.
The second version of the direct method, termed as Localized X Localized P-diRect Method 
In line 10, the notation stands for p 1 N b(b) ) in the algorithm. Also, the surrogatef b is minorly changed to bẽ
The partial derivatives remain the same.
B. Decomposed Method
In (P3), there is a part of the objective that is concave (or convex after taking minus sign), and the optimization of this part should be easy. The algorithm might runs faster if we properly exploit this fact. To achieve this goal, let us assume that the channel gains g bik 's are known to all BSs.
Then we could apply the frameworks in Section III by letting
As G is in general a function of not only p bk but also x bik for all b ∈ B and we need to The algorithm, which we call Globalized X Globalized P-deComposed Method (GXGP-CM), is also largely the same as LXGP-RM, except that now we have to optimize G as well, and we 
Consensus update 10:
The surrogate is minorly modified as
where the partial derivatives are now
C. Choice of W
Let G = (B, E) be the BS network we are considering, and let d i be the degree of BS i. The choice of W must meet the following two criteria to conform to Assumption B: (1) it must be doubly-stochastic; (2) W ij is non-zero if and only if (i, j) ∈ E. We choose W as follows
It is easy to verify that this choice of W is row-stochastic
Since W is symmetric, it is then also column-stochastic When G is a star, we will have W ii = 0 for the central node i, which violates Assumption B.
In this case, we could modify W as
which is also doubly-stochastic.
In LXLP-RM algorithm we need a W (b) for every BS b.
There is an interpretation of the choice in (20) that is related to Birkhoff's Theorem given below.
Theorem 5 (Birkhoff). Every doubly stochastic matrix is a convex combination of permutation matrices [10] .
Denote P ij as the permutation matrix swapping i and j. We see that the W given in (20) can be represented by W = (i,j)∈E 1 |E| P ij . This is obviously not the most efficient choice; indeed, while i and j are exchanging information in P ij , all the other nodes retain their information to themselves. A more efficient choice would utilize matchings inside the network in the same permutation matrix. Choosing a doubly stochastic matrix for the BS network that leads to fast convergence of the algorithms is a future direction of study.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we compare our algorithms with single-cell scheduling and resource allocation method. We adopt the framework of the network utility maximization problem as in [4, 23] 
where U i is given by
W i,t is the average throughput of user i up to time t, α is the fairness parameter, and c i is a QoS weight. The gradient-based scheduling leads to solving the optimization problem given below at each time instance
This is exactly the one-shot optimization problem we consider in (1), where
is the weight of user i, r i,t is the rate of user i given by the Shannon capacity, and R(e t ) is the capacity region dependent on current channel state e t and constrains the choice of r i,t as the constraints set in (1).
Now consider problem (1).
A naive solution would be disregarding the interference and solving the resource allocation and scheduling for each cell. The optimization for a single-cell is well solved in literature, e.g. in [4] . Specifically, if we neglect all the interferences, for a BS b we can just solve
subject to corresponding constraints. This is a concave problem, and can thus be solved with existing methods in convex optimization. We call this method the Single-Cell No-Iteration (SC-NI) algorithm.
A natural refinement of the SC-NI algorithm would be updating the interference terms after completing optimizing the interference-free objective for each cell. We can then perform the single-cell optimization for each cell again while treating the powers of neighboring BSs as constants, and then iterate again, and so on. We refer to this method as the Single-Cell (SC) algorithm. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . For simplicity we treat all scheduling factors x bik as fractional numbers and directly use the local optimal results obtained to compute utilities. In future work we will perform integer rounding procedure in the simulations. SC-NI algorithm. By dominance we mean the CDF of the dominant algorithm is completely to the right of the CDF of the dominated algorithm. In fact, RM methods significantly outperform SC methods with an about 4-fold average throughput gain. This is not surprising, as we simulate a rich interference environment, and RM methods have the ability to coordinate and make the transmission powers of nearby BSs not aligned while SC methods don't. The two RM methods intertwine together in the case of α = 1; but when α = 0.5, LXLP-RM is somewhat better than LXGP-RM. However, it should be noted that LXLP-RM takes about three times the number of iterations that LXGP-RM needs for the same termination criterion. Table II compares the performance of the four algorithms with α = 0.5 and α = 1. In both cases LXLP-RM is the best and SC-NI is the worst. In addition, RM methods outperform SC methods significantly.
VI. FUTURE WORK
One of the future directions is to view the algorithms from the perspective of stochastic approximation [19] . In particular, the original inexact NEXT algorithm (Algorithm 2) can be viewed as a variant of two time scale stochastic approximation algorithms [20] , where the update of the local optimization is the slower time scale with noise [n] and decreasing step size α[n], and the consensus update is the noiseless faster time scale with constant step size. In our proximal version of the NEXT algorithm (Algorithm 4) where we successively optimize finer approximations of the objective function, the resulting iterates would form a three time scale process. We will reprove the results using the theories of stochastic approximation and Liapunov stability. While we are taking linear consensus updates as in [2] , in future work we could use non-linear consensus schemes [21, 22] , which might lead to faster convergence. Other issues including choosing the doubly-stochastic matrix to speed up convergence mentioned in Section IV are also interesting to investigate.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this report, we considered the multi-cell joint resource allocation and scheduling problem for downlink OFDMA systems. We generalized the results in distributed optimization to accommodate this problem in two directions. First, we exploited the objective's nature to obtain a localized result. Second, we relaxed the requirements of Lipschitz continuity with a proximal approximation. We used different ways to apply the distributed optimization framework to the problem, leading to different algorithms, and we compared them with single-cell algorithms via simulation. Future work includes proving the results from a stochastic approximation perspective, as well as investigating non-linear consensus schemes to speed up the convergence.
APPENDIX
In the appendix we prove a combined version of Theorem 3 and 4. We only prove the case when there is one local network N 1 for shorter notations and equations. For arbitrary number of local networks the argument is largely the same. Denote the variable corresponds to N 1 as n ← n + 1
4:
7:
Consensus update 12:
13:
15: 
} n is bounded, and its limit points are stationary solutions of the original problem,
where
n be their average.
We will be stating a proposition and a series of lemmas from [2] . The next proposition is a variant of the one in [2] . Proposition 1. Under Assumptions A, F, and N (except A3), the mappingx i,n (·) defined bŷ
) has the following properties:
. Then under Assumption B, (b) If further we have Before proving Theorem 6, we will first prove the following proposition.
} be the sequences generated by Algorithm 8, in the settings of the Theorem 6. Then the following holds:
A. Notations
We need to define a series of notations to proceed on the proof.
where we also have
We use the equality
] and q 1 , . . . , q I are all arbitrary and in R m .
T . This simply follows from steps 11 and 14 of Algorithm 2.8.
. This follows from applying (c) to (d).
B. Proof of Proposition 2 (a)
We only prove the case when i ∈ N 1 . For those i ∈ N 1 , the proof can be seen as a special case of the former.
From the steps 16 and 17 of Algorithm 8 and (F2), we havẽ
, and
. Substitute this result into (29) and rearrange the terms, we have
We have omitted all the time index in (30) 
which implies that both
. This is due to the following argument: if a, b, c 1 , c 2 are non-negative and
we can assume b < a and hence c 1 + c 2 < a, then the following holds
contradiction. Thus, with (31), we get
where c 1 is some constant independent of n and i. Similarly,
This proves the claim. It only remains to show that y We only prove the case of y 2 i . The proof for y 1 i follows from exactly the same argument with appropriate substitutions of y 2 , W,Ŵ, P,P, r 2 , J, J ⊥ , 1 I , I by y
The second term is obviously bounded. For the first term, we calculate
. . .
and
Combining (33) and (34) yields
where the first inequality follows from
as proved in Lemma 1, and we have
goes to zero as n goes to infinity.
C. Proof of Proposition 2 (b)
As in part (a), we only prove those for x 2 . The proof of the claims for x 1 is exactly the same with appropriate substitutions of
Notice that with Fact 3 (d) and (e), the difference of
. We can thus expand
where the last equation resulted from Fact 3 (b). From Proposition 2 (a) we know
for some constants c 1 and c 2 . Consequently, we get
by first utilizing triangle inequality, and then using ( 
and the optimality of (x 1 ,x 2 ) leads to 
From (40) 
Using the same technique as in (33) to (35) and (41) 
